Background {#Sec1}
==========

Recently, as interest in biomedical research grows, an overwhelming amount of literature has been published online. As a result, there are incremental studies in applying Text Mining (TM) techniques for automatic recognizing and tracking of the new discoveries and theories in these biomedical articles. These biomedical TM applications include named entity (e.g. gene and protein mentions) recognition, relation (e.g. protein-protein interactions) extraction between entities, and event (e.g. gene transcriptions and regulations) extraction, etc \[[@CR1]--[@CR3]\].

Event extraction refers to automatically extracting structured representations of biomedical relations, functions and processes from text \[[@CR3]\]. Since the BioNLP'09 \[[@CR4]\] and BioNLP'11 \[[@CR5]\] Shared Tasks, event extraction has become a research focus. The structure of each event is defined as an arbitrary number of participants to indicate functions and processes on molecular level, such as "regulation" and "phosphorylation". When a certain protein regulates the expression of a certain gene and its products are in turn involved in some phosphorylation processes, the "regulation" and "phosphorylation" events come into being. Event extraction task usually contains two main steps: identifying the event triggers and then identifying the event arguments according to the triggers \[[@CR6]\]. Event trigger recognition, aiming at detecting those expressions from text that indicate certain events, is the first and crucial step of event extraction. Event extraction performance depends entirely on the recognized triggers. This point was clearly shown by Bj$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\ddot {o}$\end{document}$rne et al. \[[@CR7]\]. They found that between using the gold standard and predicted triggers, the performance declined by more than 20 points. Many Machine Learning (ML) based methods, including Conditional Random Field (CRF) \[[@CR8], [@CR9]\], Support Vector Machine (SVM) \[[@CR7], [@CR10]--[@CR13]\], and Deep Neural Network (DNN) \[[@CR14]--[@CR16]\] models have been successfully applied to event trigger recognition.

These machine learning based approaches rely on large quantity and high quality annotated training data. Their performance may deteriorate when certain training instances are insufficient. However, acquiring manually annotated datasets is both time consuming and costly. Up to now, the manual annotations of biological events mainly focus on genes and proteins. In the corpora of the Shared Tasks of BioNLP'09, 9 types of frequently used biomolecular events are annotated. Biomolecular events involving proteins and genes are an important part of the picture of biological systems, but still only a small part. Hence, in order to obtain a more comprehensive understanding of biological systems, the scope of event extraction has been broadened from molecular-level reactions to cellular-, tissue- and organ-level effects, and to organism-level outcomes \[[@CR17]\]. It is not trivial to keep up to date with the annotations of the expanding event types across multiple levels. For example, in the MLEE corpus \[[@CR10]\] multiple levels of events from the molecular level to the whole organism have been annotated. The number of event types has been extended to 19. But at the same time, the number of annotated instances for each event type has been greatly reduced. Thus, it will be useful that the annotated dataset from a related domain (such as biomolecular event annotations from the BioNLP'09 corpus) can help to alleviate the shortage of training data problem in the target domain (such as multiple-level event recognition from the MLEE corpus). Recently, transfer learning (TL) techniques have been proposed to address this need \[[@CR18]\].

The concept of transfer learning comes from the observed fact that when learning in a new related domain, humans can usually benefit from what they have learned before \[[@CR19]\]. This idea has been employed in data mining and machine learning fields \[[@CR20]--[@CR22]\] as a transfer learning schema. Pan and Yang \[[@CR18]\] define transfer learning as using some knowledge learned from a source dataset to perform a task on a target dataset. And, transfer learning has been successfully applied to many fields, including text mining \[[@CR23], [@CR24]\].

Here, we focus on the research of transfer learning for DNNs, due to their successful application in many text mining tasks over the last few years. Ideally, transfer learning can achieve higher performance by reducing the amount of annotated data needed, and improving generalization of the model on the target dataset. Normally, in the setting of TM and Natural Language Processing (NLP), according to the difference between the source and target datasets, transfer learning approaches of DNN models have three common categories: cross-lingual transfer, cross-domain transfer and cross-task transfer. Due to different languages, cross-lingual transfer is mostly limited to the use of additional language resources to transfer knowledge \[[@CR25], [@CR26]\] between the source and target datasets. It cannot extend to our biomedical event trigger recognition applications across multiple levels.

Sharing the same language, both cross-domain and cross-task transfer learning modes can take advantage of more relevance between source and target datasets. In these two modes, parameters of DNN models are used to transfer knowledge between source and target datasets. Some parameters of one model learned from a source dataset can be converted to initialize some parameters of another related model for optimizing on a target dataset. Usually, how many parameters can be shared depends on the degree of the relevance of the source and target datasets. Yang \[[@CR27]\] examined the effects of transfer learning for deep hierarchical recurrent networks on several different sequence labelling tasks, including the cross-domain, cross-task and cross-lingual transfer learning models. And it was reported that significant improvement can be obtained. In the case of cross-domain transfer, the datasets of two domains are consistent when their label sets are identical or mappable to each other. Otherwise, the datasets of two domains are inconsistent. If the two domains are consistent, they can share the parameters of all the layers between the source and target DNN models. But, if they are inconsistent, the parameter sharing is restricted to the fewer layers of the DNN models. The cross-task transfer can be simply considered as the case of the cross-domain transfer using inconsistent label sets due to the fact that different tasks do not share the same tags. Hence, the same parameter sharing strategy is effective for them \[[@CR27]\]. In the work of Meftah \[[@CR28]\], both cross-task and cross-domain (with inconsistent source and target tags) transfer learning was implemented to address the problem of the need in annotated data of social media texts. And the validity and genericity of the models were demonstrated on the Part-Of-Speech (POS) tagging tasks. More studies on transfer learning have been successfully performed in the NLP sequence labelling tasks. Dong \[[@CR29]\] proposed a multichannel DNN model to transfer knowledge cross-domain in Chinese social media. In order to ensure the consistency of the source and target domains, some tags are merged in their paper. The experiments showed that the model achieved the best advanced performance. Lee \[[@CR24]\] used cross-domain transfer learning for Named Entity Recognition (NER) with consistent tags, showing that transfer learning improved upon the state-of-the-art results on a target dataset with a small number of instances. Giorgi \[[@CR30]\] demonstrated that transferring a DNN model significantly improved the latest leading results for biomedical NER, when the source and target domains are consistent.

Our aim in this study is to transfer the trigger recognition knowledge from the source molecular level domain to the target multiple-level domain. This can be seen as an exploratory step towards the more effective automatic extraction of targets from a complex and multifarious domain based on an available simple and singular domain. This situation often occurs in certain fields when research is extended from a familiar area to an unfamiliar and broader area. For instance, after the 9 types of molecular level event relationships between genes and proteins from the biomedical literature have been studies, the research focus will shift to other levels, and the event types will be expanded. The source and target domains, event triggers from different levels, are highly related. Under this circumstance, their label sets may overlap more or less. Nevertheless the annotations from the source and target domains are inconsistent, because their label sets are not identical and mappable. However, among all the above transfer learning studies, there is no model designed to solve how to share network parameters in the case of overlapping label sets. They just simplify the problem to the case of having different label sets between the source and target domains.

We present a new generalized transfer learning approach based on a DNN model, which attempts to share the knowledge to the extent possible between the related source and target domains. The transfer learning approach is modified and generalized to share more network parameters to improve trigger recognition performance across multiple levels on the target domain. Our approach mainly addresses transfer learning between the domains with overlapping label sets. In this paper, a source domain with plentiful annotations of biomolecular event triggers (the BioNLP corpus) is used to improve performance on a target domain of multiple-level event triggers with fewer available annotations (the MLEE corpus). To our knowledge, no reported research has applied transfer learning to make the best use of overlapping label sets to find the shared knowledge.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In "[Methods](#Sec16){ref-type="sec"}" section, detailed descriptions of the proposed generalized transfer learning method and Multiple-Level Trigger recogNizer (MLTrigNer) system are provided. "[Results](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}" section describes the used biomedical corpora, experimental settings, and all the experimental results. And this is followed by the in-depth analysis in "[Discussion](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"}" section. We present the conclusions and future work in "[Conclusions](#Sec15){ref-type="sec"}" section.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Corpus description {#Sec3}
------------------

An in-depth investigation is carried out to compare the performance of our proposed Multiple-Level event Trigger recogNizer, MLTrigNer, which is built based on the generalized cross-domain transfer learning BiLSTM-CRF model. The dataset *Data*~*MLEE*~ is used as the target domain dataset. With varying degrees of label overlapping, *Data*~*ST*09~ and *Data*~*EPI*11~ are used as the source domain datasets, respectively. Named entity and trigger types annotated in these corpora are illustrated in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. In the trigger types of *Data*~*MLEE*~, the labels overlapped with *Data*~*ST*09~ are marked using '\*', and the labels overlapped with *Data*~*EPI*11~ are marked using '+'. We can see that *Data*~*MLEE*~ and *Data*~*ST*09~ are highly related because of the nine overlapping trigger labels. However, there are some overlapping labels that have gone beyond the molecular level in *Data*~*MLEE*~, which annotate events across multiple levels. For example, "Localization" is the event type extracted from both cells and biomolecules in *Data*~*MLEE*~. *Data*~*MLEE*~ and *Data*~*EPI*11~ are loosely related with only two overlapping trigger labels. More details of these datasets are introduced in the following. Table 1Named entity and trigger types in *Data*~*MLEE*~, *Data*~*ST*09~ and *Data*~*EPI*11~, respectivelyCorpusNamed entity typeTrigger type*Data* ~*ST*09~ProteinGene expression\*Transcription\*, Binding\*Protein catabolism\*Phosphorylation\*Localization\*, Regulation\*Positive regulation\*Negative regulation\**Data* ~*EPI*11~ProteinHydroxylation, DehydroxylationPhosphorylation+, DeglycosylationDephosphorylation+, CatalysisUbiquitination, AcetylationDeubiquitinationDNA methylationDNA demethylationGlycosylation, DeacetylationMethylation, Demethylation*Data* ~*MLEE*~Gene or gene productCell proliferation, Planned processDrug or compoundDevelopment, Binding\*Developing anatomical structureBlood vessel developOrgan, TissueGrowth, Death, Regulation\*Immaterial anatomical entityBreakdown, RemodelingAnatomical systemSynthesis, Localization\*Organism, CellGene expression\*Pathological formationTranscription\*Organism subdivisionProtein catabolism\*Multi-tissue structurePhosphorylation\*+Cellular componentDephosphorylation+Organism substancePositive regulation\*Negative regulation\*In the trigger types of *Data*~*MLEE*~, the labels overlapped with *Data*~*ST*09~ are marked using '\*', and the labels overlapped with *Data*~*EPI*11~ are marked using '+'

### *Data*~*MLEE*~ {#Sec4}

The MLEE corpus \[[@CR10]\] is used to train and test our MLTrigNer on multiple-level trigger word identification as a target dataset. The corpus is taken from 262 PubMed abstracts focusing on tissue-level and organ-level processes, which are highly related to certain organism-level pathologies. In *Data*~*MLEE*~, 19 event types are chosen from the GENIA ontology, which can be classified into four groups: anatomical, molecular, general and planned. Our task is to identify the correct trigger type of each event. Hence, there are 20 tags in the target label set, including a negative one. All the statistics in the training, development and test sets are shown in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. Table 2Statistics of documents, words and events in the dataset *Data*~*MLEE*~, including the training set, the development set, and the test set, respectivelyItemTrainingDevelopmentTestDocument1314487Words27,875961019,103Event329611752206

### *Data*~*ST*09~ {#Sec5}

This corpus is taken from the Shared Task (ST) of BioNLP challenge 2009 \[[@CR4]\] and contains training and development sets, including 950 abstracts from PubMed. It is used to train our MLTrigNer as a source dataset. In this corpus, 9 event types are chosen from the GENIA ontology involving molecular-level entities and processes, which can be categorized into 3 different groups: simple events, binding events and regulation events. The training and development sets are combined as a source domain dataset *Data*~*ST*09~. All of the detailed statistics of *Data*~*ST*09~ are shown in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. Table 3Statistics of documents, words and events in the training set, the development set and their combination as *Data*~*ST*09~, respectivelyItemTrainingDevelopment*Data* ~*ST*09~Abstract800150950Words176,14633,937210,083Event8597180910,406

### *Data*~*EPI*11~ {#Sec6}

This corpus is taken from the Epigenetics and Post-translational Modifications (EPI) task of BioNLP challenge 2011 \[[@CR5]\] and contains training and development sets, including 800 abstracts relating primarily to protein modifications drawn from PubMed. It is also used to train our MLTrigNer as a source dataset. In this corpus, 14 protein entity modification event types and their catalysis are chosen. Hence there are 15 event types totally. The training and development sets are combined as a source domain dataset *Data*~*EPI*11~. All of the detailed statistics in *Data*~*EPI*11~ are shown in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}. The number of annotated events in *Data*~*EPI*11~ is less than that in the *Data*~*ST*09~, annotating the more event types. Table 4Statistics of documents, words and events in the training set, the development set and their combination as *Data*~*EPI*11~, respectivelyItemTrainingDevelopment*Data* ~*EPI*11~Abstract600200800Words127,31243,497170,809Event18526012453

Performance assessment {#Sec7}
----------------------

We measure the performance of the trigger recognition system in terms of the *F*1 measure. The *F*1 is determined by a combination of precision and recall. Precision is the ratio of the number of correctly classified triggers within a category to the total number of recognized ones. Recall is the ratio of the number of correctly classified triggers within a category to the total number of triggers. They are defined as follows: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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where *TP* is the number of the triggers that are correctly classified to a category, *FP* is the number of the triggers that are misclassified to a category, and *FN* is the number of the triggers misclassified to other categories.

Implementation details {#Sec8}
----------------------

All of the experiments described in the following are implemented using the Tensorflow library \[[@CR31]\]. Hyperparameters are tuned using the training and development sets through cross-validation and then the final model is trained on the combined set of the optimal ones. We tune the pre-trained word embedding vector *E*^*w*^ to 200 dimensions, character embedding vector *E*^*c*^ to 100 dimensions, named entity type embedding vector *E*^*e*^ to 10 for source domain while 50 dimensions for target domain, POS embedding vector *E*^*p*^ to 50 dimensions, pre-trained dependency tree-based word embedding vector *E*^*d*^ to 300 dimensions. Then, the BiLSTM layer with a hidden state dimension of 300, and the fully-connected layer with 600 dimensions. In order to avoid overfitting, dropout with a probability 0.5 is used before the input to the BiLSTM and fully-connected layers.

Transfer learning performance {#Sec9}
-----------------------------

The effectiveness of our proposed is approach illustrated based on the performance comparison of the three neural network models described in "[Methods](#Sec16){ref-type="sec"}" section. First, the Basic Model A (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) is trained only on the training and development sets of *Data*~*MLEE*~ (without transfer learning) as a baseline measurement, and its results are shown in the second column of Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}. Then, *Data*~*ST*09~ is used as the source dataset in the transfer learning models. The TL Model C (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and the MLTrigNer model (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) are jointly trained on *Data*~*ST*09~ and the training and development sets of the target dataset *Data*~*MLEE*~ using different transfer learning approaches, respectively. The three models are tested on the test set of *Data*~*MLEE*~. The results are shown in the third and forth columns of Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}. Among the models described in "[Methods](#Sec16){ref-type="sec"}" section, the TL Model B (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) cannot be used in the trigger recognition task since the domain-dependent input feature sets are employed, which are inconsistent in the source and target domains. Fig. 1The network architecture of Basic Model A: the BiLSTM-CRF model, having a Embedding layer, a BiLSTM layer, a Fully-connected layer and a CRF layer Fig. 2The network architecture of TL Model C: Transfer learning BiLSTM-CRF model with the different feature and label sets, having Embedding layers, BiLSTM layers, Fully-connected layers and CRF layers for the source and target networks, respectively. The parameters can be transferred in the Embedding layers only Fig. 3The network architecture of Generalized TL Model D: Our proposed generalized transfer learning BiLSTM-CRF model for Multiple-Level Trigger recogNizer, MLTrigNer. It has Embedding layers, BiLSTM layers, Fully-connected layers and CRF layers for the source and target networks, respectively. The parameters can be transferred in all the Embedding layers, the BiLSTM layers and Fully-connected layers Fig. 4The network architecture of TL Model B: Transfer learning BiLSTM-CRF model with the different label sets, having Embedding layers, BiLSTM layers, Fully-connected layers and CRF layers for the source and target networks, respectively. The parameters can be transferred in the Embedding layers and the BiLSTM layers Table 5Detailed results achieved by the proposed MLTrigNer Model, Basic Model A and TL Model C on *Data*~*MLEE*~Trigger typeBasic Model ATL Model CMLTrigNer ModelPRF1PRF1PRF1Cell proliferation85.3781.4083.3380.9579.0780.0081.4081.4081.40Development66.3776.5371.0976.2975.5175.9078.0079.59**78.79**Blood vessel develop97.3394.1995.7497.9893.8795.88100.094.52**97.18**Growth96.0085.7190.5790.7487.5089.0992.3185.7188.89Death73.6875.6874.6767.3983.7874.7069.5786.49**77.11**Breakdown82.3563.6471.7975.0068.1871.4387.5063.64**73.68**Remodeling71.4350.0058.8255.5550.0052.6385.7166.67**75.00**Synthesis50.0025.0033.330.00.00.0100.0100.0**100.0**Gene expression91.6783.3387.3091.8084.8588.1994.4490.15**92.25**Transcription0.00.00.050.0016.6725.00100.066.67**80.00**Protein Catabolism0.00.00.00.00.00.0100.060.00**75.00**Phosphorylation75.00100.085.7160.00100.075.0075.00100.085.71Dephosphorylation0.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0Localization78.8381.2080.0082.0982.7182.4082.1779.7080.92Binding86.9670.1877.6783.0277.1980.0091.4975.43**82.69**Regulation59.8058.9359.3760.2763.7761.9761.7166.18**63.87**Positive regulation80.8881.9081.3984.8281.5983.1784.8185.07**84.94**Negative regulation84.7365.7174.0280.7578.7879.7578.9675.1076.99Planned process78.6948.9860.3874.1555.6163.5678.7658.6767.25TOTAL81.6374.2677.7781.5277.6679.5383.3179.40**81.31**The Basic Model A is trained only on the training and development sets of *Data*~*MLEE*~ without transfer learning. The TL Model C and the MLTrigNer model are jointly trained on the source dataset *Data*~*ST*09~ and the training and development sets of the target dataset *Data*~*MLEE*~ using different transfer learning approaches, respectively. The three models are tested on the test set of *Data*~*MLEE*~. In the results of MLTrigNer Model, the improved F1 values are marked in bold

From the results of the Basic Models A and the TL Model C, we can see that the transfer learning improves the *F*1 measure 1.76%. Generalizing the transfer learning schema in the MLTrigNer Model improves the trigger recognition performance a further 1.78%. This improvement is due to the fact that in our approach, more parameters are transferred from the source network to the target one than usual, signifying more effective knowledge sharing. It is worth noting there are improvements in both precision and recall, which refers to the ability of the MLTrigNer to identify more positive triggers. Higher precision and recall signify identification of more potential biomedical events during the subsequent processing phase, which is important for the ultimate event extraction application. Compared with the TL Model C, beside "Negative regulation" and "Localization", the *F*1 values of the other trigger types overlapping with the source dataset are improved. Among these overlapping labels, some of them have gone beyond the molecular level in *Data*~*MLEE*~ to annotate events across multiple levels. Moreover, the *F*1 values of the 7 non-overlapping trigger types are also improved, except for "Growth", "Dephosphorylation" and "Planned process". Hence, our proposed approach can improve the recognition performance across multiple levels through transfer more knowledge from a single level domain.

Then, *Data*~*EPI*11~ is used as the source dataset alternatively. Basic Model A (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) was also trained only on the training and development sets of *Data*~*MLEE*~ (without transfer learning) as a baseline measurement, and its results are shown in the second column of Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}. The TL Model C (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and the MLTrigNer Model (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) are then jointly trained on the source dataset *Data*~*EPI*11~ and the training and development sets of the target dataset *Data*~*MLEE*~ using different transfer learning approaches. The results are shown in the third and forth columns of Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}, respectively. The three models are tested on the test set of *Data*~*MLEE*~. Table 6Detailed results achieved by the proposed MLTrigNer Model, Basic Model A and TL Model C on *Data*~*MLEE*~Trigger typeBasic Model ATL Model CMLTrigNer ModelPRF1PRF1PRF1Cell proliferation85.3781.4083.3383.3381.4082.3581.4081.4081.40Development66.3776.5371.0974.5177.5576.0078.3577.55**77.95**Blood vessel develop97.3394.1995.7498.6493.8796.2098.9994.84**96.87**Growth96.0085.7190.5788.8985.7187.2792.4587.5089.91Death73.6875.6874.6766.6781.0873.1766.6781.0873.17Breakdown82.3563.6471.7973.6863.6468.2987.5063.64**73.68**Remodeling71.4350.0058.8275.0030.0042.8666.6740.0050.00Synthesis50.0025.0033.3333.3325.0028.5720.0025.0022.22Gene expression91.6783.3387.3085.5189.3987.4189.0592.42**90.71**Transcription0.00.00.050.0016.6725.00100.016.67**28.57**Protein Catabolism0.00.00.00.00.00.033.3320.00**25.00**Phosphorylation75.00100.085.71100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0Dephosphorylation0.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0Localization78.8381.2080.0077.1481.2079.1282.1779.70**80.92**Binding86.9670.1877.6783.0277.1980.0079.2573.6876.36Regulation59.8058.9359.3765.1361.6563.3465.1763.29**64.22**Positive regulation80.8881.9081.3981.1182.9182.0081.9682.22**82.09**Negative regulation84.7365.7174.0277.1875.6176.3980.7273.47**76.92**Planned process78.6948.9860.3866.8657.6561.9271.0757.65**63.66**TOTAL81.6374.2677.7779.6977.6278.6481.7677.71**79.68**The Basic Model A is trained only on the training and development sets of *Data*~*MLEE*~ without transfer learning. The TL Model C and the MLTrigNer model are jointly trained on the source dataset *Data*~*EPI*11~ and the training and development sets of the target dataset *Data*~*MLEE*~ using different transfer learning approaches, respectively. The three models are tested on the test set of *Data*~*MLEE*~. In the results of MLTrigNer Model, the improved F1 values are marked in bold

From the results of the Basic Model A and the TL Model C, we can see that the transfer learning improves the *F*1 measure 0.87%. The MLTrigNer Model improves the performance a further 1.04%, and the improvements are also both in precision and recall. Using *Data*~*EPI*11~ as the source dataset, the MLTrigNer Model brings less performance improvement. This is due to the decreased correlation between the source and target domains. In the transfer learning models, less parameters can be transferred from the source to the target networks. However, our MLTrigNer Model still can improve the performance further compared with the basic transfer learning approach. Hence, our proposed method is effective when the overlapping is more or less. Compared with the TL Model C, the recognition performance of the overlapping trigger "Phosphorylation" is not improved, and its F1 measure is 100.0 in both models, which cannot be improved further. Moreover, the performance of the 13 non-overlapping trigger types are all improved.

MLTrigNer compared with other trigger recognition systems {#Sec10}
---------------------------------------------------------

We compare the performance of the proposed transfer learning based trigger recognition system, MLTrigNer, with other leading systems on the same *Data*~*NMLEE*~ dataset. Since *Data*~*ST*09~ as the source dataset shows the better performance from the results in Tables [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} and [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}, we utilized *Data*~*ST*09~ to train the MLTrigNer Model as the source dataset. The detailed *F*1 measure results are illustrated in Table [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"}. Table 7Detailed performance results achieved by the proposed MLTrigNer and the other leading trigger recognition systems, respectivelyTrigger Recognition SystemPrecisionRecallF1-MeasureOur MLTrigNer system83.3179.40**81.31**SVM-based System \[[@CR10]\]81.4469.4875.67SVM-based System \[[@CR13]\]75.5681.2978.32Neural Network based System \[[@CR14]\]71.0484.6077.23CNN-based System \[[@CR15]\]80.6776.7678.67RNN-based System \[[@CR16]\]79.7878.4579.11In these results, the best F1 value of our MLTrigNer system is marked in bold

Pyysalo et al. \[[@CR10]\] defined an SVM-based classifier with rich hand-crafted features to recognize triggers in the text. Zhou et al. \[[@CR13]\] also defined an SVM-based classifier with word embeddings and hand-crafted features. Nie et al. \[[@CR14]\] proposed a word embedding-assisted neural network model to model semantic and syntactic information in event trigger identification (the results were converted to 19 categories). Wang et al. \[[@CR15]\] defined a window-based convolution neural network (CNN) classifier. Rahul et al. \[[@CR16]\] proposed a method that uses a recurrent neural network (RNN) to extract higher-level sentence features in trigger identification.

From Table [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"}, we can draw two conclusions. First, our generalized transfer learning approach achieves the best result on the dataset *Data*~*MLEE*~, which indicates that our MLTrigNer can still improve the performance of biomedical trigger word recognition. Second, from Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}, the TL Model C achieves competitive results compared to these leading systems, which means that the improvement of our generalized transfer learning approach is achieved on a relatively strong basis.

Discussion {#Sec11}
==========

Transfer performance analysis on highly related domains {#Sec12}
-------------------------------------------------------

We conduct an in-depth study and detailed comparison on the highly related domains of *Data*~*ST*09~ and *Data*~*MLEE*~ to show the learning ability of our proposed approach. In our study, there are two datasets with the different overlapping degrees of the labels used as source domains to transfer knowledge, respectively. Between them, *Data*~*ST*09~ is highly related with the target domain. Its trigger types are nested in those of the target domain dataset from Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Hence, we can simply put the *Data*~*ST*09~ and the training and development sets of *Data*~*MLEE*~ together to train the BiLSTM-CRF model without transfer learning (Basic Model A), and then the model is tested on the test set of *Data*~*MLEE*~. Its performance is shown in Table [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"} in the line of "Basic Model A (*Data*~*MLEE*~ + *Data*~*ST*09~)". For the purpose of comparison, in the line of "Basic Model A (*Data*~*MLEE*~)", the performance of Basic Model A trained on the training and development sets of *Data*~*MLEE*~ and tested on the test set of *Data*~*MLEE*~ is listed. And in the last line, the performance of our MLTrigNer Model is shown, which uses *Data*~*ST*09~ and *Data*~*MLEE*~ as the source and target datasets, respectively. From the results we can see that the performance even declines when just simply mixing nested datasets together. On the other hand, the performance can be improved using our transfer learning approach. In the process of trigger recognition, the shared knowledge brought by the transfer learning is more important than the data itself. Table 8Detailed performance results on highly related domains with different training modes, including the Basic Model A (trained on the training and development sets of *Data*~*MLEE*~), the Basic Model A (trained on the combination of *Data*~*ST*09~ and the training and development sets of *Data*~*MLEE*~), and our MLTrigNer Model (using *Data*~*MLEE*~ as the target dataset and *Data*~*ST*09~ as the source dataset)Trigger Recognition SystemPrecisionRecallF1-MeasureBasic Model A (*Data*~*MLEE*~)81.6374.2677.77Basic Model A (*Data*~*MLEE*~ + *Data*~*ST*09~)78.7873.9276.28Our MLTrigNer Model (*Data*~*MLEE*~ + *Data*~*ST*09~)83.3179.40**81.31**In these results, the best F1 value of our MLTrigNer model is marked in bold

Ratio effect analysis on source data {#Sec13}
------------------------------------

It is important to analyze the effect of the ratio of source domain data. First, we use *Data*~*ST*09~ as the source dataset, which is more than 3.6 times the size of the target domain dataset. We keep the size of target data unchanged, and gradually change the size of source data. The changes in the MLTrigNer Model results are shown as a curve in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, with the source ratio as 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90% and 100%. We can see that *F*1 first goes up continuously as the source data is added. Then it reaches a maximum of 81.31 when the source ratio is 80%. Finally, it trends downwards even as more source data is added, reaching 80.46 with 100% data in *Data*~*ST*09~. The results verify that more data from source domain does not always lead to better performance in target domain. In our study, the optimal source/target ratio is about 2.9:1 when maximum performance achieved in *Data*~*MLEE*~. In order to optimize the performance of the model under different datasets, we set the ratio of source domain data to be one of the important hyperparameters of the MLTrigNer model, which is tuned on the training and development sets using cross-validation. Fig. 5The ratio effect of source domain data *Data*~*ST*09~ to our transfer learning model, MLTrigNer, with the ratio as 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90% and 100%

Then, we use *Data*~*EPI*11~ as the source dataset alternatively, which is about 3.1 times the size of the target domain dataset. We also keep the size of the target data unchanged, and gradually change the size of the source data. The changes in the MLTrigNer Model results are shown as a curve in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, with the source ratio as 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90% and 100%. Similar trends are found in the Figs. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}. The values of *F*1 measure first goes up continuously as source training data is added, and reaches a maximum of 79.68 when the source ratio is 90%. Then, it trends downwards even as more source data is added, reaching 79.45 with 100% data in *Data*~*EPI*11~. After tuned on the training and development sets using cross-validation, the optimal source/target ratio is about 2.7:1 when maximum performance achieved in *Data*~*MLEE*~. Fig. 6The ratio effect of source domain data *Data*~*EPI*11~ to our transfer learning model, MLTrigNer, with the ratio as 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90% and 100%

Error analysis {#Sec14}
--------------

From the metrics in Tables [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} and [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"} we can notice that the results of the trigger type "Dephosphorylation" are all zeroes regardless of the models. From a more detailed list of types and sizes of trigger words of the *Data*~*MLEE*~ in Table [9](#Tab9){ref-type="table"}, we can see that there are only 6 "Dephosphorylation" instances in the *Data*~*MLEE*~. Without adequate training instances, the recognition results of the Basic Model A and TL Model C are very poor. Moreover, with our transfer learning approach, its recognition results of the MLTrigNer model are still zeroes under the situation that "Dephosphorylation" is an overlapping trigger type. This is a limitation of our transfer learning approach that it cannot transfer enough knowledge from other triggers for labelling the rare trigger types. Table 9List of types and sizes of trigger words in the *Data*~*MLEE*~, where "Dephosphorylation" is a rare trigger typeTrigger typesize in *Data*~*MLEE*~AnatomicalCell proliferation133Development316Blood vessel develop855Growth169Death97Breakdown69Remodeling33MolecularSynthesis17Gene expression435Transcription37Protein catabolism26Phosphorylation33Dephosphorylation6GeneralLocalization450Binding184Regulation773Positive regulation1327Negative regulation921PlannedPlanned process643

Conclusions {#Sec15}
===========

In this paper we develop a novel transfer learning approach for multiple-level event trigger recognition based on a DNN model. We design a more general transfer learning approach to set the cross-domain transfer, which can share as much knowledge as possible between the source and target datasets, particularly encompassing the case of overlapping label sets. In the experiments, the source datasets having varying degrees of overlapping labels with the target dataset are utilized to verify the effectiveness of our proposed MLTrigNer model. Compared with the basic transfer learning model, our approach improves the performance on the target domain further. Moreover, its performance exceeds other leading trigger recognition systems on the same MLEE corpus. Hence this study contributes to the effective recognition of biomedical trigger words from text across multiple levels. Through analysis, it is found that there are three essential factors mattering to our cross-domain transfer learning approach: the degree of overlapping of the source and target domains; the number of sharable parameters in each layer of a network; and an appropriate size of the source and target datasets. In the future work, more source datasets from different biomedical event levels with varying degrees of overlapping label tags can be utilized together to improve the performance further.

Methods {#Sec16}
=======

In this section, we introduce our proposed transfer learning approach. Our solution for trigger recognition is based on a Bidirectional LSTM-CRF model (BiLSTM-CRF) \[[@CR32]\], which uses a deep neural network, Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) \[[@CR33]\], to extract higher-level abstract features to train a CRF \[[@CR34]\]. We design a transfer learning approach to allow for joint training with a source dataset, which uses an input feature set and a output label set that overlap with the target dataset, respectively.

We first introduce and describe the architecture of the BiLSTM-CRF model as Basic Model A. We then introduce the cross-domain transfer learning BiLSTM-CRF model with inconsistent label sets as TL Model B, and in addiction with inconsistent input feature sets as TL Model C. Finally, our proposed generalized transfer learning model, Generalized TL Model D, is described in detail. The different architectures of the four models are shown in Figs. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, respectively.

Basic model a: biLSTM-CRF model {#Sec17}
-------------------------------

We present our trigger recognition task based on the BiLSTM-CRF model as Basic Model A, whose architecture is shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. In Basic Model A, *θ*s denote all the trainable parameters in each network layer. This model detects trigger words and annotates their types, and its performance servers as the baseline. For a given input sentence {*word*~1~,*word*~2~,\...,*word*~*n*~}, the aim of trigger recognition is to output a tag sequence {*tag*~1~,*tag*~2~,\...,*tag*~*n*~}, where *word*~*i*~ is a word (or a token) in the sentence and *tag*~*i*~ denotes its corresponding type label. The value of *tag*~*i*~ belongs to the label set, which is a biomedical event type or negative if it does not indicate any event. The BiLSTM-CRF model feeds a set of features for an input embedding layer (with parameters *θ*^*Emb*^), extracts higher-level abstract features in subsequence BiLSTM (with parameters *θ*^*LSTM*^) and fully-connected (with parameters *θ*^*F*^) layers, and trains a CRF layer for the final sequence labelling. The main layers of the BiLSTM-CRF model for trigger recognition are described below.

### Embedding layer {#Sec18}

In order to express both syntactic and semantic information in input sentences, besides each word, *word*~*i*~, we also extract other four features from character, POS, named entity type and dependency parse tree. Through lookup tables, the embedding layer converts each input feature into one of the following representation vectors: Word embedding vector *E*^*w*^: Each word in an input sentence is mapped to a word embedding vector, which contains semantic information from its linear contexts. In this paper, we use a pre-trained word lookup table *LT*^*w*^ learned from PubMed articles using the word2vec model \[[@CR35]\].Character embedding vector *E*^*c*^: We use an extra LSTM network to extract the orthographic information from the sequence of characters in each input word. Its parameters *LT*^*c*^ are weights and biases of the LSTM, which are initialized randomly and trained to output a character-level embedding vector.POS embedding vector *E*^*p*^: We train a POS lookup table *LT*^*p*^ to extend the word embedding. It maps the POS tag of each word in an input sentence to a POS embedding vector, which extracts syntactic information from the input word. *LT*^*p*^ is initialized randomly and trained to obtain a mapping lookup table.Named entity type embedding vector *E*^*e*^: We train a lookup table *LT*^*e*^ to map named entity type of each word in an input sentence to an embedding vector to extract domain-dependent information. The named entities were provided by the task data. *LT*^*e*^ is initialized randomly and trained to output a mapping lookup table.Dependency tree-based word embedding vector *E*^*d*^: In order to extend features from linear word contexts to non-linear syntactic contexts, each word from an input sentence is mapped to a dependency tree-based word embedding vector, which contains rich non-linear functional and syntactic information. We use a pre-trained word lookup table *LT*^*d*^ learned from English Wikipedia using the skip-gram model \[[@CR36]\].

In the embedding layer, trainable parameter set can be expressed as *θ*^*Emb*^={*LT*^*c*^,*LT*^*p*^,*LT*^*e*^}.

### BiLSTM layer {#Sec19}

This layer takes a concatenation of the output embedding vectors of the previous embedding layer as input, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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where *σ* denotes the logistic sigmoid function, *tanh* is the hyperbolic tangent activation function, and all weights (*W*s) and biases (*b*s) make up the parameter set (*θ*^*LSTM*^) of the LSTM layer. More details about the LSTM can be referred to in \[[@CR32]\]. In sequence labelling tasks, it is better to be able to process both the past (from the left side) and the future (from the right side) context dependencies in the sequence. Therefore, another commonly used version of the LSTM is employed, called the Bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM) \[[@CR32], [@CR37]\]. In the BiLSTM, for each word the forward LSTM captures the features from the left side and the backward LSTM captures the features from the right side. Each word effectively encodes information about the whole sentence.

### Fully-Connected layer {#Sec20}

The output of the BiLSTM layer at each time step *t*, obtained by concatenating the outputs of the forward and backward LSTMs $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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where all weights (*W*s) and biases (*b*s) make up the parameter set (*θ*^*F*^) of the fully-connected layer.

### CRF layer {#Sec21}

On the top of the fully-connected layer, a final CRF layer generates a sequence of labels for corresponding words. The CRF layer can learn the strong dependencies across output labels and come into the most likely sequence of the predicted tags \[[@CR38]\].

Transfer learning approach {#Sec22}
--------------------------

The goal of cross-domain transfer in this study is to learn a sequence labelling model for triggers which transfers knowledge from a source domain to a related target domain.

### TL model b {#Sec23}

When the label sets of the source and target domains are inconsistent, including overlapping, it is treated as the case of the domains having completely different label sets in the basic idea of transfer learning. In this situation, the architecture of TL Model B is an extension of the basic BiLSTM-CRF model. And the source and target domains share the same input feature sets in the model. The TL Model B in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} gives an overview of how to transfer parameters (*θ*s) of each neural network layer between both datasets within a certain range.
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where the subscript *shared* means the parameters that can be shared and transferred between the source and target domains. After training on the source domain, all the embedding and BiLSTM layer parameters, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### TL model c {#Sec24}

When with their own domain-dependent features, such as named entity type, the input feature sets of the source and target domains are inconsistent. The BiLSTM layers will have the different parameter dimensions and structures due to the different feature sets. Hence, the parameters of this layer cannot be shared neither. In this situation, the only parameters that can be transferred are from the embedding layer as shown in Eq. [12](#Equ12){ref-type=""}. More specifically, the shared parameters are those lookup tables trained for domain-independent features, *θ*~*s,\ shared*~={*TL*^*w*^,*TL*^*c*^,*TL*^*p*^,*TL*^*d*^}, where *TL*^*w*^ and *TL*^*d*^ are pre-trained. The TL Model C in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} gives an overview of how to transfer the parameters between the neural network layers of both datasets. $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Generalized tL model d (MLTrigNer): our transfer learning approach {#Sec25}

This study uses the corpus with biomolecular trigger annotations as the source domain dataset and the corpus with multiple-level biomedical event triggers as the target domain dataset. Because of their inconsistent input feature and output label sets, we just can choose the TL Model C shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} to build a trigger recognizer, without sharing the parameters of the fully-connected and BiLSTM layers. This ignores the information hidden in the overlapping features and labels. It is known in transfer learning that the more parameters are shared, the better generalization can be achieved in the target domain. For this purpose, we propose a generalized transfer learning architecture and approach to share as many parameters as possible to explore the transferability of each layer in a neural network, especially when the feature and label sets are overlapping.

As we discussed that parameters stand for the abstract features learned from a neural network. In the basic transfer learning architectures, TL Model B and C, the parameters are chosen to be transferred according to the network layers horizontally. When the label sets of the source and target domains are consistent, parameters from the upper (fully-connected) and middle (BiLSTM) layers can be transferred. Otherwise, when the label sets are inconsistent, the parameters of the whole upper layer closest to the output are discarded in TL Model B. Moreover, when the source and the target domains have inconsistent extracted feature sets, the parameters of the whole middle layer should be discarded in TL Model C. After careful study of the lower (embedding) layer of TL Model C, we find out that all these parameters learned from the source domain can be split into two parts: a source-specific part and a source-target-shared part. Correspondingly, the parameters of the target domain also can be split into two parts: a target-specific part and a source-target-shared part. This kind of divide is vertical within a network layer, and the source-target-shared part of the parameters can transfer the information carried by the overlapping of feature and label sets in the middle and upper layers. The main benefit is that we can include more domain-dependent features in the lower layer. For instance, in our trigger recognition task, there is a different and richer named entity type feature set in the target domain.

Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows how we generalize the basic transfer learning approach to share as many parameters as possible. As mentioned, the parameters are split into two parts, domain-specific and domain-shared parameters: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The degree of parameters to be transferred from the source network to the target network is determined according to the overlapping degrees of the input feature and output label sets between the source and target domains. Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the parameter sharing situation of the MLTrigNer. In general, suppose $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The training takes place over the following three main phases. First, the network is trained on the dataset from the source domain. Both $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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:   Conditional random field
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:   Deep neural network

EPI

:   Epigenetics and post-translational modifications

LSTM

:   Long short term Memory
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:   Machine learning

MLTrigNer

:   Multiple-level trigger recogNizer system
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:   Natural language processing
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:   Part-of-speech

RNN

:   Recurrent neural network
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:   Shared task
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